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Abstract. This paper demonstrates an experience in the development
of a design performance evaluation system that can frequently
evaluate building design performance within the design process in a
real-time manner. The evaluation system, that we call "design
compiler," is composed of several modules such as a front-end
component-based CAD engine, a knowledge base, and a set of design
agents. The notion of the design compiler is quite similar to a compiler
for computer programming such as a C compiler. While a computer
programmer compiles a set of programming codes to check compiling
errors during the implementation of a software system, an architectural
designer can 'compile' his/her intermediate design product to evaluate
design errors during the design process. The compilation can be done
immediately at any level or any time during the design process in a
real-time manner. We expect that this compiling process will
dramatically increase design feedbacks, and thus result in a better
design product. Further research issues that have been identified at
the end of the research include increasing the modeling capability,
extending to multi-story building representation, developing various
design agents, exploring better ways to request and manage design
knowledge, and supporting design collaboration.

1. Introduction
This paper demonstrates an experience in the development of a design
performance evaluation system that can frequently evaluate building design
performance within the design process in a real-time manner. The evaluation
system, that we call "design compiler," is composed of three main modules
such as a front-end component-based CAD engine, a knowledge base, and a
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set of design agents. The notion of the design compiler is quite similar to a
compiler for computer programming such as a C compiler. While a
computer programmer compiles a set of programming codes to check
compiling errors during the implementation of a software system, an
architectural designer can 'compile' his/her intermediate design product to
evaluate design errors during the design process. The compilation can be
done immediately at any level or any time during the design process. We
expect that this compiling process will dramatically increase design
feedbacks, and thus result in a better design product.
To evaluate a design, we first define "design faults" that can be
categorized in many criteria levels such as components, relationships
between components including spatial relationships, or more high-level
criteria (space depth, circula tion, energy, lighting, etc.).
An architectural design can be efficiently defined by a well-defined floor
plan in which building components belonging in it and even spatial networks
are well represented. To do this, we developed a front-end standalone CAD
engine, called StrPLAN (Choi, 2001). The floor plan editing module is based
on a robust building data model that includes hierarchical building components
such as 'building', 'plan', 'space', 'ring', 'wall skeleton', 'surface', 'column', etc.
The creation algorithm developed assures a semantically rich and structurally
correct floor plan at any point in the design process. Particularly, the floor
plan constructed through the design process contains spatial information as
well as other design information about the building components. Thus, the
system effectively manages spatial design information in the real-time basis.
Since the system implemented on the basis of the algorithm is the very first
step toward a complete intelligent CAD system, research and development
issues to be considered next are identified at the end of the paper
A knowledge base is composed of a set of design knowledge that can be
used in the evaluation process to check design violation. For example,
"Each room must have a door" can be a simple design knowledge. As this
knowledge is computationally stored in an object-oriented database (so we
call it a knowledge base), a design agent can evaluate whether each room
has at least a door or not.
A set of design agents is also under development. This paper
demonstrates some of them that are successfully developed so far. These
design agents can check the following design faults: proper location of
components, proportion and size of components (e.g. the size and proportion
of a room, the size of window, etc.), belongings of components (e.g. the
number of doors in a room), spatial adjacency, spatial (door and window)
connectivity, the degree of spatial integration by calculating space depth,
wayfinding and evacuation, and circulation.
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1.1. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

An agent is a software component that operates autonomously and rationally.
Due to the proliferation of interconnection and networking of computers,
agents exist not in isolation but as parts of a multiagent. Typically, the agents
interact with each other (Huhns and Stephens, 1998; Maher and Gero 2002).
The architecture of a design compiler is illustrated in Figure 1. There are
two analysis agents included. Both operate on being intertwined with design
knowledge in the knowledge base.

Design Knowledge Base
Domain Specific

Domain Free

The doorway of utility room must
be over 750mm wide.
¡¦
...

Each room must have a door.
¡¦
¡¦
...

Analysis Agents
Spatial Management Agent

Physical Requirement Agent

Modeling Module
Structured Floor Plan

Front-end Interface
Modeling Interface

Agent Interface

Figure 1. The architecture of a design compiler
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2. Classifying the Attributes of Analysis Agents
According to the building type such as house, apartment, office building, and
so on, analysis agents separately have specific database schemas as well as
common database schemas that can be applied to all building types. Table 1
shows the classification of the database schemas for an apartment unit floor
plan. Data sets called “domain specific ” have different elements according to
the building type. For example, an apartment unit floor plan consists of
various spaces such as living room, bath room, kitchen, and so on and each
space has a set of design knowledge separately.
TABLE 1. The classification of database schemas of analysis agents
Spatial
Management
Domain
Specific

Evacuation
Connectivity
Adjacency
Circulation
Spatial Orientation

Physical Requirement
Space

Living Room
Wall
Door
Window
Kitchen
Wall
Door
Window
Dining Room
Wall
Door
Window
Master
Bedroom
Wall
Door
Window
Bedroom
Wall
Door
Window
Bath Room
Wall
Door
Window
Utility Room
Wall
Door
Window
Entrance
Wall
Door

Volume, Area, Height, Ratio, Privacy,
Visibility , Number
Depth, Length, Height, Material, Location
Height, Length, Material, Location,
Direction
Height, Length, Location, Orientation
Volume, Area, Height, Ratio, Privacy,
Work Triangle, Visibility, Number
Depth, Length, Height, Material, Location
Height, Length, Material, Location,
Direction
Height, Length, Location, Orientation
Volume, Area, Height, Ratio, Privacy,
Visibility, Number
Depth, Length, Height, Material, Location
Height, Length, Material, Location,
Direction
Height, Length, Location, Orientation
Volume, Area, Height, Ratio, Privacy,
Visibility, Number
Depth, Length, Height, Material, Location
Height, Length, Material, Location,
Direction
Height, Length, Location, Orientation
Volume, Area, Height, Ratio, Privacy,
Visibility, Number
Depth, Length, Height, Material, Location
Height, Length, Material, Location,
Direction
Height, Length, Location, Orientation
Volume, Area, Height, Ratio, Privacy,
Visibility , Number
Depth, Length, Height, Material, Location
Height, Length, Material, Location,
Direction
Height, Length, Location, Orientation
Volume, Area, Height, Ratio, Privacy,
Visibility , Number
Depth, Length, Height, Material, Location
Height, Length, Material, Location,
Direction
Height, Length, Location, Orientation
Volume, Area, Height, Ratio, Privacy,
Visibility , Number
Depth, Length, Height, Material, Location
Height, Length, Material, Location,
Direction
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Window
Balcony

Domain
Free

Circulation Length
Space Depth
Integration Value
Segregation

Space
Wall
Door
Window

Height, Length, Location, Orientation
Volume, Area, Height, Ratio, Privacy,
Visibility , Number
Wall
Depth, Length, Height, Material, Location
Door
Height, Length, Material, Location,
Direction
Window
Height, Length, Location, Orientation
Number, Area, Ratio
Yes/No, Number, Inner/Outer
Yes/No, Number
Yes/No, View, Number

Table 2 shows some examples of database schemas applied to the design
knowledge that can be used in the evaluation process to check design
violation.
TABLE 2. Relationships of database schemas and Design Knowledge
Analysis Agents
Spatial Management

Applied Items
Circulation
Connectivity

Physical Requirement

Space - Utility – Door
Space - Living Room Visibility
Space - Living Room - Area
Space - Living Room - Area
Space - Bathroom - Window
Space - Bedroom - Window

Examples of Design Knowledge
Entrance should be by way of the living
room.
The Kitchen is placed between a dining
room and a utility room.
The doorway of the utility room must
be over 750mm wide.
View of kitchen equipment from the
living room should be avoided.
The living room is the largest of all
other Spaces.
An area of the living room occupies 33
percent of total area.
Bathrooms without windows are
acceptable.
Best orientation of bedroom is the
south.

3. A Data Model
3.1. CONCEPT OF STRUCTURED FLOOR PLAN

There has been some research on developing CAD systems that can build
structured floor plans (Yessios, 1986b; Kalay et al., 1995; Choi, 1997). In
such systems, a floor plan is structurally well defined by having some
hierarchical components. Since space and form are the two main aspects in
describing a building, they should be represented together in a system. To be
more effective, this can take an object-oriented approach, where each
building component is an object from the view of an object-oriented paradigm.
That is, the object has its own data and methods of how to behave in certain
situations.
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3.2. A BUILDING DATA MODEL

Figure 2 illustrates a building data model developed through the study. Its
structure is hierarchical and object-oriented, and it plays an important role in
containing design information for each design project during the design
process.
First of all, a project has a site and one or more buildings. Each building
includes several plans that also have building components such as walls,
columns, beams, slabs, and spaces. Here, important are walls and spaces.
Each wall can have openings (doors and window) and two wall surfaces
inside outside. A space generally has a single ring, but could have several
rings as it contains holes inside. Several wall surfaces from a closed polygon
representing a ring.

relationship type

Museum

sub-type

type
name
site

one-one
one-many

Grid

Building

Site

type
start_point
end_point

type

location
boundary

Structure

Floor

gird

story

Foundation

Wall Skeleton

Column

Beam

Slab

Ceiling

Roof

Stairs

type
width
height
grid

type
grid
surface

type
grid
is_start
width
object

type
width
height
grid
object

area
type
grid
object

area
type
space
object

boundary
height
pitch_height
pedi_setback
depth
object

type
start_point
angle
center_lines
object

Virtual Wall

Normal Wall

Surface

Space

furniture

material

Lighting

height
in_width
out_width
left_offset
right_offset
upper_object
lower_object

height
in_width
out_width
left_offset
right_offset
object
openings

color
material
area

surfaces
type
name
furniture
lightings

type
2d_object
3d_object
material

type
color
mat
scale

type
intensity
color
location

Openings
Rail

Open Wall

No Wall

height
type

height
type

type

center
width
low_height
height

3D Object

Door

Window

Hole
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name
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visibility
color
material

direction
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sill
jamb
head
panel

direction
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sill
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frame
panel

type

name
type
visibility
color
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Figure 2. The building data model for the structured floor plan.

3.3. A DATA MODEL FOR AN APARTMENT UNIT FLOOR PLAN

Based on the building data model, a new data model can be developed
differently in order to deal with specific building types. In this system, it was
developed for an apartment unit floor plan as shown in Figure 3. It consists of
classes with physical hierarchy and attributes. A semantically-rich model
supporting multi-disciplinary design performance evaluation of buildings must
consist of both space and structure (Khemlani et al., 1997). Thus, in classes
with physical hierarchy, the building has been divided into two basic
components: plan and wall. Also, a space class had been divided into
indoor and outdoor having walls that enclose it (Carrara et al., 1994).
An apartment has public space such as elevator hall and stairs that
dwellers employ together. An indoor class has been divided into public and
private. Each component is then expanded further according to space types.

AptUnit

Legends
Class

Plan
A
B is SubClaaa
of A

B

Zone

Balcony
Living
Room

Space

Utility Room

faced_on

Outdoors

Wall

Outdoors

Kitchen
Dining
Room

Opening

Pravite

Public

Entrance

Window
Bedroom

Bedroom

Hole

Bathroom

Bedroom

Figure 3. The data model for an apartment unit floor plan
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4. The Algorithms for Analysis Agents
4.1. SPATIAL MANAGEMENT

A spatial management agent is used to evaluate spatial relationships such
as connectivity, adjacency, circulation, space depth, and so on. It plays with
several kinds of spatial networks consisting of the unit nodes of spaces and
their linkages. The spatial network becomes a physical frame to describe the
spatial information extracted from a structured floor plan immediately
constructed by inputting geometrical data of a floor plan. Thus, the node and
links retain dimensional as well as locational information. After deriving the
spatial network, the shortest path from each room to all the other spaces is
computed by the Dijkstra’s Algorithm (E. W. Dijikstra, 1956). The shortest
path can be employed to derive space depth that indicates how far the room
is located apart from the other rooms within a floor plan.
To extract the relational factors within a spatial network, the spatial
management agent uses relationship matrices such as an adjacency matrix
showing which spaces lie adjacent to each other and a connectivity matrix
showing topological relationships between use-spaces. To evaluate spatial
networks, the fault relational factors established by design knowledge are
first stored. The relational factors extracted from the structured floor plan
match with the relational fault factors to check design violation. Figure 4
illustrates the algorithm for spatial network.
The circulation is represented as a graph with nodes for doorways and
links between doorways. The node and links retain dimensional as well as
locational information. The shortest path derived from the circulation can be
employed for evacuation.
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Figure 4. The algorithm for spatial network

4.2. PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS

To evaluate physical requirements of a floor plan, a set of design knowledge
is stored in the knowledge base. The physical requirement agent checks
design violation by comparing the attribute values of the physical hierarchy
classes of a structured floor plan just by inputting data of a floor plan to
attribute values stored in the knowledge base. The comparing between two
attribute values can be achieved by mean s of If-Then rules.
5. The User Interface and Implementation
The Design Compiler is an expert system along with a robust CAD engine
that belongs to a broader category of programs known as knowledge-based
systems. Expert systems must have flexibility required for easy editing of
incorrect data and addition of new knowledge (Firebaugh, 1989). The Design
Compiler, therefore, consists of three parts: a modeling module, a knowledge
base module, and analysis agents. In practice, since each module is
implemented separately, the whole system is flexibly designed. The modeling
module, called Vitruvius 1 , is a real-time floor-plan-structuring system
developed with C++. Figure 5 illustrates an apartment floor plan designed and
compiled with it
1

Vitruvius has been developed by Archmedia CAAD Research Group in the Department of
Housing & Interior Design in Yonsei University.
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Compiling

Figure 5. The modeling module designing and compiling an apartment floor plan

After drawing a structured floor plan, the user must define space types such
as living room, master bedroom, bath room, and so on to each space for
evaluating the domain specific design knowledge. If not defined, the system
will just evaluate the floor plan with domain free design knowledge.
Analysis agents consist of two parts: spatial management and physical
requirement. The interfaces of these agents allow the user to view both the
graphical diagrams and numeric data in an intuitive way.
Figure 6 and 7 illustrate two analysis agents implemented to evaluate design
errors. If the user compiles his/her intermediate design product, analysis
agents with several different graphical modes present graphically on the floor
plan directly to visualize design errors, along with error massages such as
“The master bedroom doesn’t have a door.”
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(a) Opening Mode

(c) Plan Mode
(b) Wall Mode

Figure 6. Features of physical requirement agent
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(d) Matrix Mode

(a) Adjacency Mode

(c) Circulation Mode
(b)Connectivity Mode

(e) Bubble Diagram Mode

Figure 7. Features of spatial management agent

6. Conclusion
The Design Compile r described in this paper is a system that evaluates
building design performance within the design process in a real-time manner.
In architectural design, the creativity of architectural design depends on the
ability generating various design alternatives and evaluating it in definite time
(Kim, 1997). In this regard, we believe that this system specially will be
employed usefully and practically in the early stage of design.
The Modeling module, called Vitruvius used in this system, has been
developed by authors. A set of analysis agents is under development and at
the same time, we are developing a script language to describe design
knowledge exclusively and computationally.
The future development of the system will focus on tackling the following
research issues:
(1) Providing more powerful and convenient floor plan editing functionalities.
(2) Allowing to multi-story building representation by refining the building data
model.
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(3) Developing various design agents as analysis modules for analyzing and
simu lating building performances.
(4) Exploring better ways to represent and manage design knowledge.
(5) Extending to a collaborative design environment that works on the Internet.
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